TRULY SPECIALISED –
TRULY COMPETITIVE
CUTTING

BENDING

FINISHING

The “bright” steels and aluminiums manufactured in
Haapamäki are used in demanding environments,
such as building facades or aluminium boat frames.

A strong partner
for the technology industry and construction
SVL Group is a group specialising in the cutting of sheets and tube
blanks and further processing of blanks.
SVL Group provides high-quality expert services to manufacturers of machinery, system
providers and the construction industry. Our five sites are located in Keuruu, Haapamäki,
Joutsa, Tampere and Riihimäki. The entire group’s stock of machinery and expertise will
be at your disposal regardless of which unit you contact.

Watch our video!
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Suomen Vesileikkaus
Keuruu, Haapamäki and Joutsa
Suomen Vesileikkaus is the driving
force of our group of companies.
The Keuruu site has been prefabricating demanding industrial components for over two decades. The
Haapamäki site only processes and
stores “bright” steels and aluminium. There is no iron dust causing
pitting corrosion in the production
facilities. The tube cutting business
and its warehouses have been
centralised at the Joutsa site.

ProLaser
Riihimäki
ProLaser is one of the first
Finnish companies to offer laser
and waterjet cutting services
as subcontracting. The location
in Riihimäki, in the middle of
Southern Finland, has excellent
logistics connections.

Avemet
Tampere
Avemet’s production facilities are
located in Messukylä, Tampere.
The company’s production
methods include flame, plasma
and laser cutting, blast cleaning,
bending and CNC drilling and
threading.
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Cutting methods
SVL Group is the leading cutting operator in Finland.
SVL Group’s units utilise modern machining methods. Waterjet cutting is suitable for the
machining of complex forms since the method does not cause deformation due to high
temperatures or other types of heat damage on the workpiece. As a result, the method can
be used for the machining of any material. Tube lasers can be used to manufacture tube
and profile structures easily and productively. 3D laser cutting is a modern process thanks
to its speed, good dimensional accuracy and wide range of possible cutting geometries.
Precise details can be produced automatically and rapidly at an excellent quality of work.
Traditional flame cutting is another method well suited to cutting ferrous metals into
shapes. Depending on the material to be cut, plasma cutting may also be used.

We are proficient in all these cutting methods
and know how to choose the option best
suited to your needs.
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Our efficient, large-dimension
laser cutting machines
can handle big workpieces as well.

Cutting services
Laser cutting
Waterjet cutting
Flame cutting
Plasma cutting
Tube laser cutting
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Bending and other further processing
Our machine stock covers the equipment necessary for further
processing and finishing.
We can bend the pieces after cutting at the customer’s request. Our competence and
capacity enable us to process both pieces requiring a high pressing force as small
pieces that need to be processed very accurately. If necessary, we can machine threads,
counterbores or round off the edges, for example. Our service offering is supplemented
by our reliable subcontracting network.
We pack and load the materials carefully. Aluminium and other materials sensitive to
oxidation are stored in a dry, warm space. All the materials are traceable, and material
certificates are readily available.

Avemet has the group’s biggest press brake for
demanding bending. The width of the press is
8.4 metres and power as much as 2,000 tn.
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We always utilise the latest technology,
sufficient capacity and a high-level ERP system.

FINNISH SHEET METAL
MACHINERY KNOW-HOW
SINCE 1978
press
rakes and
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CALL US +358 207 280 370 | info@aliko.fi | www.aliko.fi
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Substantial capacity
Our substantial capacity ensures competitive
pricing and excellent delivery reliability.
Our machine base is modern, efficient and exceptionally extensive. The large number of
machines improves flexibility, shortens delivery times and ensures a high delivery reliability.
Furthermore, we have the capacity to perform numerous kinds of machining on various
materials.

Tutut tuotteemme myymme jatkossa
Mitsubishi Forklift Trucks -tuotemerkillä. Vaikka Rocla-merkkiset
trukit ovat enää hienoa suomalaista
teollisuushistoriaa, Roclan arvostettu
osaaminen voi edelleen hyvin.

KUN VAHVAT
YHDISTYVÄ
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Lue lisää uusilta www-sivuiltamme
mitsubishi-forklift.fi
Logisnext Finland Oy
020 778 1300

SVL Group has excellent relationships with its raw material suppliers. We have a large stock
of raw materials in addition to having access to a consignment stock.

20,000 m2 production and warehouse space
160 employees
turnover EUR 50 million
Read more about our capacity: svlgroup.fi/resurssit

ISO 9001 quality management system and
CE marking authorization in accordance
with EN 1090-2 and A1:2011 for structural
components made of steel, classes EXC1,
EXC2 and EXC3.
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Specialisation is the best premise of expertise
Tell us what you need, and we will tell you the solution.
The most suitable material, the best cutting method and reliable logistics–let us take care
of all of this. As our customer, your needs will be met with substantial capacity and the best
expertise in the field. You will have access to committed specialists with a customer focus as
well as a reliable and a solid partner, capable of making investments and always looking to
the future.
Contact us! Our experienced sales staff will answer your needs quickly.

Structures manufactured by us can be seen at,
for instance, Helsinki-Vantaa Airport, Keilaniemi Swing
House hotel and the Meilahti Bridge Hospital.
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We always provide you with
the solution that best meets
your needs.
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Suomen Vesileikkaus Oy
+358 20 787 0050
myynti@suomenvesileikkaus.fi
Yritystie 1
FI-42700 Keuruu

Hallitie 7
FI-42800 Haapamäki

Köysitie 6
FI-19650 Joutsa

Avemet Oy

Prolaser Oy

+358 10 424 5400
info@avemet.fi

+358 19 751 761
laser@prolaser.fi

Etu-Hankkion katu 1
FI-33700 Tampere

Tehtaankatu 15
FI-11710 Riihimäki
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